Although it is well established that fronto-parietal regions are active during action observation, 21
To investigate these questions, we applied continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic 75 stimulation (cTBS) to reversibly reduce cortical excitability in the left IPL and the left inferior 76 frontal gyrus (IFG), another key region of the action observation network [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . We investigated 77
how transient disruption of activity in these regions influence the observer's readout computations 78 involved in extracting intention-related information from movement kinematics. 79 80
Single-trial analyses combined with a set of task manipulations revealed that disruption of activity 81 in the left IPL, but not the left IFG, selectively impair an observer's ability to interpret the 82 intentional significance of discriminative kinematic features. 83 84 85
Results 86 87
Causal contribution of IPL to intention discrimination 88 To perturb the fronto-parietal action observation network, we used cTBS [30] [31] [32] . This protocol 89 delivered offline for 40 s decreases cortical excitability up to 50 min 33, 34 . In three separate 90 sessions, participants either received no cTBS or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)-guided 91 cTBS to the left IPL or left IFG before completing a two-alternative, forced-choice (2AFC) 92 discrimination of intention ( Fig. 1a-c) . 93 94
To capture variability in movement kinematics, we employed a dataset of 512 reach-to-grasp acts 95 obtained by simultaneously filming and motion-tracking the kinematics of 17 naïve participants 96 reaching toward and grasping a bottle with the intent to drink or to pour. We extracted 16 97 kinematic variables over four time periods (0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and 75-100% of movement 98 duration) and selected 60 representative grasping acts for each intention to be used as video 99 stimuli for the intention discrimination task. Each trial displayed two reach-to-grasp acts in two 100 consecutive temporal intervals: one interval contained a grasp-to-pour act, the other interval a 101 grasp-to-drink act. Participants were required to indicate, on each trial, the interval displaying the 102 reach-to-grasp performed with the intent to drink (or to pour; see Methods) , and, at the end of the 103 trial, to rate the confidence of their choice (Fig. 1a ). We used participants' responses and 104 confidence ratings to determine points on an empirical receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 105 curve. Average performance over trials, as determined by the area under the ROC curve (AUC), 106 revealed a specific influence of IPL cTBS on the ability to discriminate intention. Specifically, 107
whereas IFG cTBS had no significant effect on task performance, cTBS to IPL significantly 108 impaired ability to discriminate intention ( Fig. 1d ). 109 110
Functional selectivity of IPL causal contribution 111 To determine the selectivity of IPL contribution to action mindreading, we repeated our 112 measurements in a new cohort of participants carrying out a 2AFC kinematic discrimination task 113 unrelated to intention. Stimuli and task parameters were identical to that of the intention 114 discrimination task except that participants were required to discriminate differences in the peak 115 wrist height of the observed acts. As shown in Fig. 1e , cTBS to the left IPL (or to the left IFG) 116 did not significantly influence performance in this kinematic discrimination task. Restricting the 117 analysis to less discriminable trials yielded a similar pattern of results, suggesting that the lack of 118 cTBS effects in the kinematic discrimination was not related to the relative ease of the task (see 119
Supplementary Data 1). Collectively, these analyses suggest that observers retain the ability to 120 process changes in movement kinematics following IPL cTBS. Thus, the decrease in task 121 performance in the intention discrimination task post IPL cTBS is not attributable to an inability 122
to 'see' changes in movement kinematics per se. Taken together, these results provide causal 123 evidence for the selectivity of the effect of IPL cTBS to action mindreading. 124 125
Using logistic regression to relate intention encoding and readout at the single-trial level 126 There are at least two ways in which transient disruption of activity in left IPL could selectively 127 impair action mindreading. First, following IPL cTBS, observers may be capable of processing 128 changes in movement kinematics (as demonstrated by performance in the kinematic 129 discrimination task), but not be able to use such changes to judge intention. Statistically, this 130 would be reflected in a decrease of the sensitivity of intention readout to single-trial variations in 131 movement kinematics. Alternatively, observers may use changes in movement kinematics to 132 judge intention but be unable to link such changes to the correct intention; that is, access to the 133 intentional significance of the observed differences is hindered. These hypotheses make distinct 134 predictions regarding how the transient disruption of IPL influences trial-wise dependencies 135 between intention encoding and readout. To distinguish between these alternatives, we employed 136 logistic regression to analyze how intention-related information encoded in movement 137 kinematics is read out at the single-trial level 22, 35 . 138 139
Encoding of intention-related information 140 To obtain a measure of intention-related information encoded in grasping kinematics with single-141 trial resolution, we developed an encoding model based on logistic regression 36 . This model 142 incorporated single-trial changes in movement kinematics as predictors of the intention of the 143 observed reach-to-grasp acts. For each trial, variations in movement kinematics were quantified 144 as a 64-dimensional vector (shortened hereafter to "single-trial kinematic vector") of the 145 differences between the first and the second reach-to-grasp act for each kinematic feature (16 146
kinematic variables x 4 time periods). The encoding model computed the probability of the first 147 interval in each trial to display a grasp-to-drink act (and thus of the second interval to display a 148 grasp-to-pour act) as a sigmoid transformation of the linear combination of the features of the 149 kinematic vector for that trial (Fig. 2c, d ). Fig. 2e shows a sketch of the encoding model in a 150 hypothetical, simplified kinematic space spanning only two kinematic features. The encoding 151 boundary defines the border that best separates the kinematic patterns of the two intentions. The 152 encoding vector, orthogonal to the encoding boundary, indicates the information axis along 153 which changes in kinematics maximally discriminate between intentions. Single-trial kinematic 154 vectors were classified as 'to pour' or 'to drink' depending on which side of the boundary they 155 fell or, equivalently, according to the angle they formed with the encoding vector. Since in our 156 convention the encoding vector pointed towards 'to drink,' 0-90° encoding angles indicated 'to 157 drink,' whereas 90-180° encoding angles indicated 'to pour.' 158 159
Kinematic features were variable across individual trials, with only a small amount of variance 160 (about 3%) aligned along the encoding vector and thus available for intention discrimination 161 ( Fig. 2f ). Despite the small amount of intention-related signal hidden within the highly variable 162 kinematic data, our encoding model was able to decode intention with 100% accuracy 163 ( Fig. 2g, h ). This indicates that intention-related variation in grasping kinematics, although small, 164
is nevertheless sufficient to specify intention-information in each trial. As expected by task 165 design, a 100% decoding accuracy was also observed for the kinematic discrimination task 166 ( Fig. 2g , i). 167 168
Readout of intention-related information 169
Having quantified intention-specifying information encoded in single-trial kinematics, we next 170 asked how human observers read out such information. To assess this, we developed a readout 171 model that predicted the probability of intention choice on each trial as a sigmoid transformation 172 of the linear combination of the features of the kinematic vector for that trial (Fig. 3a-c ). 173
Regression coefficients were estimated separately for each subject for no cTBS, IPL cTBS, and 174 IFG cTBS sessions. Given that IFG cTBS did not affect behavioral performance, single-trial 175
analyses for IFG cTBS are reported as Supplementary Data 6. 176 177
We fitted the readout model, separately for each subject, to single-trial intention choices and 178 used confidence ratings reported by participants for independent validation of the model. Across 179 trials and participants, model performance, measured as the fraction of intention choices 180
correctly predicted by the model, was significantly above chance ( Fig. 3d ). 181 182
Although confidence ratings were not used for fitting model parameters, we also found a 183 positive, trial-to-trial relationship between the observer's confidence in their intention choice and 184 the distance of single-trial kinematics vector from the readout boundarythe border that best 185 separates kinematic patterns for the two intention choices (Fig. 3g ). This suggests that intention 186 choices on trials farther away from the readout boundary (and thus classified with greater 187 confidence by the model) were also endorsed with higher confidence by human observers. 188
Similar results were obtained for a readout model using single-trial differences in movement 189 kinematics to predict kinematic discrimination performance ( Fig. 3h-k) . 190 191 To further test the predictive power of our readout model and evaluate how well it could account 192
for task performance across sessions and tasks, we used the model to estimate the fraction of 193 behaviorally correct trials. As the two alternatives were equiprobable and there was no response 194 bias (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ), the fraction of behaviorally correct trials is de facto equivalent 195 to the AUC 37,38 ( Fig. 3e , i). As shown in Fig. 3 , we found close agreement between the observed 196 and the predicted fraction of correct trials under no cTBS and IPL cTBS sessions in both the 197 intention discrimination task ( Fig. 3f ) and the kinematic discrimination task ( Fig. 3j ). 198 199
Collectively, the analyses above suggest that our readout model was able to capture task 200 performance, providing a plausible description of how well and how confidently observers 201 performed the discrimination tasks. 202 203
Transient disruption of IPL does not decrease sensitivity of intention readout to movement 204 kinematics 205
Having verified that our readout model could account for intention discrimination performance, 206 we next used it to adjudicate between alternative hypotheses regarding the functional 207 consequences of IPL cTBS on action mindreading. The hypothesis of a decrease in sensitivity of 208 intention readout to variations in movement kinematics following IPL cTBS predicts a weaker 209 statistical dependency between single-trial kinematics and intention choices. We assessed this 210 idea formally by comparing the fraction of intention choices correctly predicted by the model 211 across sessions. The differences in the fraction of choices correctly predicted between no cTBS 212 and IPL cTBS did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.07; Fig. 3d ). These analyses suggest 213 that the decrease observed in task performance following IPL cTBS cannot be accounted for by a 214 decrease in sensitivity of intention readout to kinematics. 215 216
Transient disruption of IPL causes misalignment of intention readout with respect to encoding 217 We next asked whether transient disruption of IPL alters ability to read the intentional 218 significance of changes in movement kinematics. An intuitive visualization of how well readout 219 captures intention-related information encoded in movement kinematics is provided by the angle 220 between the encoding vector and the readout vector orthogonal to the readout boundary 221 ( Fig. 4a, b ). The smaller the angle between these vectors, the larger the across-trial alignment 222 between intention encoding and readout in kinematic space, and thus the larger the probability 223 that intention-information is read out correctly. At the single-trial level, alignment can be 224 computed as the angle between the single-trial kinematic vector and the readout vector. Given 225 that the encoding vector expresses the direction around which intention information is expressed 226 in kinematic space, increasing the angle between the encoding vector and the readout vector 227 increases the angle between the single-trial kinematic vector and the readout vector ( Fig. 4a, b ). 228
At the single-trial level, angles of 90° indicate that readout is totally unrelated to intention-229 information encoded in kinematics. Angles approaching 0° indicate full correct readout of 230 intention information for 'to drink' trials (and totally incorrect readout of information for 'to 231 pour' trials; Fig. 4a ); angles approaching 180° indicate totally incorrect readout of intention-232 information for 'to drink' trials (and full correct readout of information for 'to pour' trials 233 Fig. 4b ). As shown in Fig. 4d , for no cTBS, single-trial angle distributions were centered 3° 234 away from orthogonality, with 'to pour' and 'to drink' distributions only partly overlapping, and 235 the majority of trials distributed in the correct readout angle range. For IPL cTBS, single-trial 236 angles were centered only 1° away from orthogonality, with an almost complete overlap between 237 intention-specific distributions and with about half of trials in the incorrect readout angle range 238 ( Fig. 4e ). These data suggest that IPL cTBS impaired the ability to correctly readout intention 239 information encoded in single-trial kinematics. 240 241
To quantify these observations, we devised a single-trial alignment index based on the projection 242 of the single-trial kinematic vector on the readout vector. First, we reflected the 'to pour' angle 243 distribution across the 90° angle (so that, for example, a 95° angle was transformed into an 85° 244 angle). Next, we pooled together 'to drink' and 'to pour' trials and computed the average cosine 245 of the angle between the single-trial kinematic vector and the readout vector. With this 246 formulation, positive alignment indices denoted correct readout and negative alignment indices 247 denoted incorrect readout. Consistent with the finding that angle distribution was closer to 248 orthogonality (90°) after IPL cTBS, results revealed a significant decrease of alignment after 249 IPL cTBS ( Fig. 4c ). To rule out that such a decrease could be accounted for by differences in 250 model performance, we repeated the analyses considering only those choices correctly predicted 251 by the model. Results were qualitatively similar across sessions even when fully discounting the 252 small difference in model performance between no cTBS and IPL cTBS ( Supplementary Fig. 4g-253 i). For the kinematic discrimination task, no cTBS and IPL cTBS did not differ in alignment 254
( Supplementary Fig. 4a-f ). Together, these results suggest that transient disruption of IPL 255 selectively misaligns intention readout with respect to encoding. 256 257
To substantiate the link between alignment and individual task performance, we quantified the 258 fraction of behaviorally correct trials at the single-subject level as a function of alignment. 259
Alignment was positively correlated with individual task performance ( Fig. 4f, g ). 260 261
The positive relationship between alignment and task performance at the single-subject level 262
suggests that individual differences in task performance reflect differences in alignment between 263 encoding and readout. However, individual differences could also reflect differences in the norm, 264 or number, of non-zero readout coefficients. For example, poor performance may not only reflect 265 poor alignment, but may result because non-zero readout coefficients are small in magnitude or 266 number. To estimate the relative contributions of each of these factors to individual task 267 performance, we performed a stepwise regression of task performance against the alignment 268 index, the norm of the readout vector and the number of non-zero readout coefficients at the 269 single-subject level. We found that alignment was the most important correlate of individual task 270 performance; the explanatory power of the norm and the number of non-zero readout coefficients 271
were two orders of magnitude lower (see Supplementary Data 5 and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). 272 273
Finally, we verified whether a decrease in alignment could predict a decrease in task 274 performance after IPL cTBS at the individual subject level. Confirming this prediction, 275 participants who experienced a larger decrease in alignment also experienced a larger decrease in 276 task performance following IPL cTBS (Pearson correlation = 0.8, p < 0.001). 277 278
Origins of misalignment between intention encoding and readout 279
To understand the origins of the decreased alignment induced by IPL cTBS, we further examined 280 the distribution and concordance in sign of readout coefficients relative to encoding coefficients. 281 We first assessed whether misalignment could result from a shift in the distribution of readout 282 coefficients towards non-informative kinematic features, that is, whether a larger fraction of non-283 zero readout coefficients were assigned to non-informative individual kinematic features. The 284 average fraction of non-zero readout coefficients assigned to informative kinematic features did 285 not differ between no cTBS and IPL cTBS ( Fig. 5a ). Similarly, against the hypothesis of a shift 286 of readout towards non-informative features, the norm of readout coefficients assigned to 287 informative kinematic features was also similar across no cTBS and IPL cTBS ( Fig. 5b ). This 288
suggests that transient disruption of activity in IPL did not alter the readout weight given to 289 informative and non-informative kinematic features. 290 291
A second possible origin of decreased alignment is that IPL cTBS altered the mapping from 292
informative kinematic features to intention choices. For example, a variation in a particular 293 feature encoding 'to drink' (e.g., higher wrist height at 75% of movement duration; Fig. 2a ), 294 correctly read as 'to drink' before cTBS, might be incorrectly read as 'to pour' following cTBS. 295
Geometrically, this would correspond to the readout vector and the encoding vector pointing in 296 opposite directions ( Fig. 4b ), that is, the coefficients of the readout vector and of the encoding 297 vector for the considered feature having opposite signs. Consistent with this hypothesis, the 298 fraction of non-zero readout coefficients assigned to informative kinematic features with same 299 sign was higher than chance in the cTBS condition and decreased to chance level following 300 IPL cTBS ( Fig. 5c ). A similar pattern was found when considering the norm of readout 301 coefficients assigned to informative kinematic features with same sign (Fig. 5d ). In contrast, no 302 differences between no cTBS and IPL cTBS were observed for the kinematic discrimination task 303 (see Supplementary Fig. 6a-d ). Together, these analyses indicate that cTBS to the left IPL altered 304 the mapping of informative kinematic features to intention choices. 305 306
Focus on specific kinematic features 307
To gain further insight into the inter-individual reproducibility of readout, we explored how 308 specific features were read by different observers by computing cross-correlations between the 309 readout weights of different participants. Observers showed moderately low cross-correlations 310 between readout weights overall (see Supplementary Data 3), attesting to a diverse range of 311 individual readout patterns. Interestingly, under no cTBS, cross-correlation values were 312 significantly larger for informative features than for non-informative features. This indicates that 313 readouts of non-informative features were more variable than those of informative features. After 314 disruption of IPL, cross-correlation values no longer differed between informative and non-315 informative features, implying that readout variability was no longer reduced for informative 316
features (see Supplementary Data 3).  317  318 Strikingly, under no cTBS, the two variables that were read out more consistently across 319 observers (see Supplementary Data 3 and Supplementary Fig. 3c ) were also more informative 320 over a wider time range in terms of encoding ( Supplementary Fig. 3a ): the height of the wrist 321 (WH) and the relative abduction/adduction of the thumb and the index finger, irrespective of 322 wrist rotation (FPX). Under no cTBS, for WH, readout weights with the same sign with respect to 323 encoding outweighed readout weights with opposite sign both in number and magnitude 324 ( Fig. 5e, f ). This indicates that most WH readouts were appropriate. For FPX, in contrast, same 325 sign readout weights were greater than those with opposite sign in number but not in magnitude 326
( Fig. 5e, f ), suggesting less appropriate readouts. IPL cTBS decreased the number and the 327 magnitude of readout weights with the same sign for both variables. For FPX, but not for WH, this 328 decrease was accompanied by an increase in number and magnitude of readout weights with the 329 opposite sign relative to encoding. 330 331
To estimate the implications of these readout patterns for task performance, we computed the 332 scalar product between the kinematic vector and the readout vector within the kinematic 333 subspace formed by WH and FPX, respectively. The scalar product was assigned a positive value 334
if the readout vector pointed toward the intention encoded in the kinematic vector and a negative 335 value if the readout vector pointed in the opposite direction. Therefore, positive values of this 336
index indicate a contribution of the considered kinematic variable toward the correct readout of 337 intention information and thus correct choice. Negative values of this index indicate a 338 contribution toward the incorrect read out of intention information and thus incorrect choice. As 339 shown in Fig. 5g , whereas the contribution of WH to single-trial task performance was positive 340 under no cTBS and remained positive after IPL cTBS, the contribution of FPX changed from null 341 to negative, suggesting that, following IPL cTBS, incorrect readout of FPX contributed toward 342 decreased task performance. For the kinematic discrimination task, IPL cTBS had no influence 343 on how the most informative variables, including WH, were read out ( Supplementary Fig. 6e -g). 344
These results fit well with the above reported result of a selective decrease in alignment between 345 intention encoding and readout after cTBS to the left IPL, and demonstrate how such decrease 346 directly affected the most informative and most readout kinematic variables in the intention 347 discrimination task. In contrast, IFG cTBS did not appear to have any measurable influence on intention readout. 386
Both monkey and human studies relate left IFG to intention coding [6] [7] [8] 16 . At least in humans, 387 however, the left IFG seems to be less sensitive to intention readout compared to the left IPL 16 . 388
Taken together with these previous reports, the lack of behavioral modulation to IFG cTBS in 389
our study may indicate that, while potentially accessible to a classifier, intention-information in 390 the left IFG is not causally related to task performance. Alternatively, it is possible that other 391 brain regions can compensate for perturbation of the left IFG, possibly suggesting that 392 computations performed in the left IFG, while functionally relevant for behavior, are not 393 restricted to this area. To distinguish between these hypotheses, one could combine our readout 394 model with dual-coil TMS and fMRI-TMS approaches. 395
396
The set of analytical methods developed in the current framework could be further generalized to 397 examine how humans come to read a variety of mental states encoded in the movements of the 398 eyes, mouth, hands and body. Moreover, our approach could be useful for developing intuition 399 about how atypical encoding and readout link to deficits in social cognition 39 . For example, 400 individuals with autism have difficulties perceiving, predicting and interpreting the actions of 401 others (e.g., 40 ). The analysis and methods presented here could provide a useful tool for 402 generating and testing alternative hypotheses about how altered readout computations affect 403 ability to make inferences about others' mental states. 404 405 406
Methods 407 408
Participants. Based on Cavallo et al. 41 , we decided a priori to collect data from at least 15 409 participants in each task. To achieve this, we had 20 participants perform the intention task and 410 20 participants perform the kinematic discrimination task. Three participants were removed from 411 the sample as they did not complete all the three sessions. Additionally, two participants were 412 unable to complete the cTBS sessions due to a too-high resting motor threshold (above 80% of 413 maximal stimulator output). Thus, n = 16 for the intention discrimination task (10 females, 6 414 males, mean age 23, range 19-27 years) and n = 19 for the kinematic discrimination task (9 415 females, 10 males, mean age 24, range 20-28 years Experimental design and procedures 425
The design of the intention discrimination and kinematic discrimination tasks was between-426 subjects, while effects of cTBS used a within-subject design. Participants assigned to each task 427 underwent a high-resolution MRI structural scan, after which they attended three experimental 428 sessions: no cTBS, cTBS to the left IPL and cTBS to the left IFG. During each of these sessions, 429
participants completed the intention discrimination task (or the kinematic discrimination task, 430 depending on task assignment) followed by a control contrast discrimination task. IFG and x = -57, y = -30, z = 39 for left IPL (See Supplementary Fig. 7 ). In the IPL cTBS 468 session and the IFG cTBS session, discrimination tasks were administered 5 min post cTBS, that 469 is, in the time window in which maximal inhibitory effects of stimulation have been 470 reported 33,47-50 . 471 472
Stimuli. Stimuli were selected from a dataset of 512 grasping acts obtained by recording 17 naïve 473 participants reaching toward and grasping a bottle with the intent to pour some water into a small 474 glass or to drink water from the bottle. Detailed apparatus and procedures are described in 475 Cavallo et al. 41 . Briefly, reach-to-grasp movements were tracked using a near-infrared camera 476 motion capture system with nine cameras (frame rate, 100 Hz; Vicon System) and concurrently 477 filmed using a digital video camera (Sony Handy Cam 3-D, 25 frames/sec). Sixteen kinematic 478 variables of interest were computed throughout the reach-to-grasp phase of the movement, from 479 reach onset to reach offset 51 . A list of variables and how they are computed is reported in 480
Supplementary Table 1 and in Supplementary Methods 1. Sixty grasping acts (grasp-to-pour, 481 N = 30; grasp-to-drink, N = 30) were selected to satisfy the following requirements: i) within-482 intention distance was minimized (using the metric reported in Cavallo et al. 41 ); ii) median split 483 based on maximum wrist height led to a significant difference between "higher" and "lower" 484 wrist height grasps (t58 = 11.2; p < 0.001); iii) maximum wrist height did not differ between 485
intentions (p = 0.27). The corresponding movies, filmed from a lateral viewpoint, were used as 486 stimuli in the intention discrimination task and in the kinematic discrimination task. Movies were 487 edited with Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 (mp4 format, disabled audio, 25 frames per second, 488 resolution 1,280 × 800 pixels) so that each movie clip started with the reach onset and ended at 489 contact time between the hand and the bottle. Movement duration (mean ± sem = 1.04 ± 0.017 s, 490 range = 0.84 to 1.36 s) did not differ between intentions (t58 = -0.30; p = 0.76). 491 492
Intention discrimination task. The intention discrimination task consisted of two blocks of 60 493 trials. Task structure conformed to a 2AFC design. Each trial displayed two reach-to-grasp acts 494 in two consecutive temporal intervals: one interval contained a grasp-to-pour act, the other a 495 grasp-to-drink act. Depending on block, participants had to indicate the interval (first or second) 496
containing the grasp-to-drink or grasp-to-pour act. Each trial started with the presentation of a 497 white central fixation cross for 1500 ms. Then, the first grasping act was presented followed by 498 an inter-stimulus interval of 500 ms, after which the second grasping act was presented. After the 499 end of the second video, the screen prompted participants to indicate the interval (first or second) 500
containing the grasp-to-drink (or grasp-to-pour, depending on block) action by pressing a key. 501
The prompt screen was displayed until response or for a maximum duration of 3000 ms. After 502 response, participants were requested to rate the confidence of their choice on a four-level scale 503 by pressing a key. Pairing of videos was randomized across trials and participants. To ensure that 504 grasping actions could be temporally attended (i.e., to allow participants enough time to focus on 505 movement start), 9, 11, or 13 static frames were randomly added at the beginning of each video. 506
In order to equate video durations, static frames were also added at the end of each videos in a 507 compensatory manner. Participants began the session by performing a practice block before the 508 main experimental task. The order of the presentation of the blocks was counterbalanced across 509 participants. Stimulus presentation, timing and randomization was controlled using E-prime V2.0 510 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). 511 512
Kinematic discrimination task. The kinematic discrimination task included the same stimuli and 513 design as the intention discrimination task, except that participant were asked to indicate the 514 interval containing the grasp with higher (or lower, depending on block) peak vertical height of 515 the wrist. 516 517
Control contrast discrimination task. To control for cTBS effects unrelated to action observation, 518
such as integration of evidence favoring one alternative over time, participants performed a 519 contrast discrimination task at the end of each session. The contrast discrimination task consisted 520 of three blocks of 32 trials. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross (1000 ms), 521
after which two grey rectangles were displayed for 1000 ms on two consecutive intervals 522 separated by a 500 ms inter-stimulus interval. In half of the trials, the rectangles had the same 523 contrast (rgb = 100,100,100). In the other half of the trials, the difference in contrast was of 10, 524 15, 20 or 25 in the rgb space. For each trial, the participant had to indicate whether the contrast 525 of the rectangles was 'same' or 'different' (within a 3000 ms window) and rate the confidence of 526 their choice on a four-level scale by pressing a key. Results are reported in Supplementary  527 Data 7. 528 529
Data Analyses 530
Data preprocessing. Trials for which subjects failed to provide a response within 3000 ms were 531 discarded from the analyses (0.5% of trials for the intention discrimination task and 0.1% of 532 trials for the kinematic discrimination task). The first 25% of trials in each block were discarded 533 prior to data analysis to allow time for all participants to become familiar with task and response 534 mapping. 535 536
Computation of the ROC to quantify behavioral performance. To quantify each participant's 537 behavioral performance in the discrimination tasks, we first combined participants' responses 538
and confidence ratings to estimate points on an empirical ROC curve 37,38 . The decision variable 539 for the ROC determination was computed by combining the binary discrimination response 540
(reporting of first/second interval) and the four-level confidence rating into a single eight-level 541 rating response that was used as the decision variable for the ROC calculation. This eight-level 542 rating response associates levels 1-4 (from low to high confidence) to discrimination responses 543
reporting "first interval", and levels 5-8 to discrimination responses reporting "second interval" 544 (from low to high confidence). We then estimated the performance of each participant by 545 computing the AUC using Matlab's function perfcurve. 546 547
Single-trial kinematic vector. To model single-trial kinematics, we first averaged, for each 548 grasping act, the 16 kinematic variables of interest over four intervals of 25% of the normalized 549 movement time (defined from reach onset to reach offset). Next, for each trial, we combined the 550 kinematic features associated with the two grasping acts in a 64-dimensional kinematic vector, 551 ⃗⃗⃗ , defined as: 552
where 1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ denote the vectors of kinematic features associated to the first and second reach-554
to-grasp act displayed in the trials. This definition, used in all of our logistic regression analyses, 555
reflects the assumption that, in a 2AFC task, choices are based on comparative judgements. 556
Using more detailed regression models that employed the kinematic features of the two grasping 557
acts did not improved model predictability (see Supplementary Data 2). 558 559
Logistic regression models 560
We analyzed encoding and readout using two sets of logistic regression models: encoding and 561 readout models. Logistic regression 36 is a linear regression for log-odds, and is a standard 562 probabilistic approach to classification. Logistic regression models are powerful for explaining 563 behavioral strategies 52 . They confer several advantages in modeling the dependence of a random 564 binary variable, such as observers' choice, on one or more explanatory variables 53 . For example, 565 they assume binomial noisethe most natural noise model for binary responses; they combines 566 predictor variables linearly; they can be robustly fit to data; they have a graded nonlinearity, 567
which allows for a modulation of probabilities different from an all-or-none binarization. The 568
latter property was particularly suitable to the readout model because in our data discrimination 569 performance was positively correlated with confidence ratings in the no cTBS session 570 (Spearman's correlation: p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 for the intention and kinematic discrimination 571 tasks, respectively), suggesting a graded nature of the response probability as a function of the 572 kinematic evidence. To aid comparison between encoding and readout models, we also used 573 logistic regression for modeling encoding. Versions of the encoding models based on other 574
formulations, such as linear discriminant analyses, were also built and tested, and yielded 575 qualitatively similar results. 576 577
The where σ is the sigmoid function, ⃗⃗⃗ is the vector containing the values of the regression coefficients 584 of each kinematic feature, and β0 is the bias, kinematic independent, term. 585 586
Training logistic regression models. Training and evaluation were performed similarly for both 587 sets of models and for both discrimination tasks. Each model was trained on the set of 90 trials 588 retained for analyses. We z-scored the single-trial kinematic vectors within each model in order to 589 avoid penalizing predictors with larger ranges of values. To avoid over-fitting, we trained each 590 model using elastic-net regularization, with a value of  = 0.95 for the elastic net parameter, which 591 provides sparser solutions in parameter space 54 . We verified that our results were robust to the 592 choice of elastic net regularization (see Supplementary Data 3) . The free parameter λ, which 593 controls the strength of the regularization term, was estimated for each model using leave-one-out 594 cross-validation. We retained for each model the value λmin associated to the minimum mean cross-595 validated error. Models were then trained on all 90 trials with the retained regularization term. 596
Logistic regression was implemented using R glmnet package 55 . In the main text, we report the 597 results obtained by applying this training procedure as it gives only one set of regression 598 coefficients per analyzed case and it is therefore easier to interpret. However, qualitatively similar 599 results were obtained when using leave-one out cross validation on the entire procedure (on top of 600 the cross validation used for the determination of the λ parameter; see Supplementary Data 3). 601 602
The following sections describe encoding and readout models with reference to the intention 603 discrimination task. The procedures for the kinematic discrimination task were identical. 604 605
Encoding model. The encoding model expressed the probability of the grasping act displayed in 606 the first interval of a given trial being 'to drink' as a function of the kinematic vector measured in 607 the same trial. Having verified that intention information slightly varied as a function of video 608 pairings (which was randomized across trials and participants), we trained the encoding model 609 separately on each set of video pairings presented in each session to each observer. We used the 610 encoding model to evaluate the overall amount of intention information in movement kinematics 611 (Fig. 2g, 4c) . 612 613
Readout model. The readout model expressed the probability of intention choice in a given trial 614 as a function of the kinematic vector measured in the same trial. We trained the readout model 615 separately for each observer in each session. To model intention choice as a function of single-616 trial kinematics, we trained the readout model using all 64 kinematic features (16 kinematic  617 variables at four time points). 618 619
Evaluation of model performance. To quantify model performance (Fig. 2g, 3d) , we computed 620 for each trial the most likely value of the variable Y by taking the argmax over Y of ( | K ⃗⃗⃗ ) in 621
Eq. 2. This parameter provides an estimate of the model prediction (prediction of the actual 622
intention for the encoding model; prediction of observer's choice for the readout model) on a 623 single trial. We then quantified model performance as the fraction of correct predictions 624 computed over all the trials. 625 626
Computation of the statistical significance of model performance. To assess the statistical 627 significance of model performance, we estimated model performance under the null-hypothesis 628 that trial labels (actual intention for the encoding model; observer's choice for the readout 629 model) can be permuted across trials without affecting the model performance. For each model, 630
we performed 100 random permutations and fitted logistic regression to these randomly 631 permuted data sets. This provided a null-hypothesis distribution of model performance values 632 that was then used to compute non-parametric p-values of the model performance on the true 633 data. To further check that that the regularization was working well and that the regression 634 coefficients with non-zero value were meaningful 36 , we took the absolute value of each 635 individual regression coefficient obtained in the permuted dataset to build a distribution of 636 absolute values of regression coefficient expected under the null-hypothesis of no relationship 637 between the kinematics and the variable Y. We verified that all non-zero beta coefficients had an 638 absolute value that exceeded the 95th percentile of this null-hypothesis distribution. 639 640
Computation of task performance predicted by the readout model. In Fig. 3f , j, we used the 641 readout model to estimate, for each participant, the fraction of behaviorally correct trials. Using 642 the logistic readout model (Eq. 2), we computed for each trial the probability of each intention 643 choice. Then we averaged across all trials and participants the probability of the correct intention 644 choice. 645 646 647
Classification of individual kinematic features as informative. To evaluate the informativeness of 648 individual features about intention (which is used for Fig. 5a -g, Supplementary Fig. 3a , b, and 649 Supplementary Fig. 6 ), we used a single-feature encoding model implemented using Matlab's 650
glmfit function. Each model was trained on the full set of 90 trials retained for analyses. We z-651 scored the single-trial kinematic vectors. Significance of the regression coefficient was assessed 652 with t-statistics. We retained as informative kinematic features whose regression coefficients were 653 found to be significant (p < 0.05) in all video pairings. In Supplementary Fig. 3a, b , variables are 654 ranked in terms of their encoded information. Ranking was determined by computing the average 655 magnitude of the regression coefficient of each informative feature across all video pairings and 656 then summing the obtained magnitudes across features belonging to the same kinematic variable. 657 658
Contribution of individual kinematic variables to task performance. Fig. 5g and Supplementary 659 Fig. 6g visualize the contribution of individual kinematic variables to task performance. Single 660 feature contribution to task performance was computed as the scalar product between the kinematic 661 vector and the readout vector calculated within the feature subspace formed by the features of the 662 considered kinematic variable (e.g., WH at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% for WH). Positive values of 663 this index imply a positive contribution of the variable towards enhancing task performance; 664 negative values imply a negative contribution towards decreasing task performance. 665 666
Statistics 667
Subject level analyses of task performance (Fig. 1d, e ). We assessed the significance of task 668 performance above chance level in each session with one-tailed one sample t-tests. We assessed 669 the significance of the decrease in task performance induced by cTBS with one-tailed paired 670 sample t-tests. 671 672
Trial level analyses-logistic model. Unless otherwise stated, differences in values across sessions 673
were assessed using non-parametric permutation tests, based on constructing a null-hypothesis 674 distribution of differences in values after randomly permuting trial labels across sessions. 675
Comparisons of task performance and model performance across sessions was performed by a 676 permutation test, where a null-hypothesis distribution of values with no association between 677 trials and sessions was constructed by randomly permuting the session labels across trials. We 678 found empirically that different subject choices in different trials were statistically independent 679 even when considering consecutive trials (mutual information test, p < 0.05). However, to 680 conservatively incorporate any residual effects of correlations across almost consecutive trials in 681 the null-hypothesis distribution, we permuted sessions labels within blocks of five consecutive 682 trials. For all tests, the null-hypothesis distribution was computed using 10 4 random 683
permutations. We used permutation tests because they do not make assumptions about the nature 684 of the distribution of the individual values and are therefore applicable to a wide range of 685 quantities, from the distribution of regression weights to behavioral performance. We assessed 686 the significance of differences across sessions using two-tailed statistics and the significance of 687 increase or decreases of quantities using one-tailed statistics. All p-values of comparisons across 688 sessions were Holm-Bonferroni corrected for two comparisons (no cTBS vs. IPL cTBS, and 689 no cTBS vs. IFG cTBS). 690 691
Significance of correlations. Significance of Pearson correlation values and step-wise regression 692 coefficients were assessed using two-tailed parametric Student statistics 56 implemented in the 693 MATLAB functions corr and stepwisefit, respectively. We assessed significance of Spearman 694 correlations using the two-tailed permutation distribution 57 implemented in the MATLAB 695 function corr. regression coefficients indicates the direction in feature space that maximally discriminates 882 observers' choices. The direction and distance of the single-trial kinematic vector from the 883 readout boundary determines, through the sigmoid logistic function, the probability of intention 884 choice in that trial. d Performance of the readout model in predicting observers' choices in the 885 intention discrimination task quantified as fraction correct. e Task performance of participants 886 quantified as fraction of correct intention choices. f Scatterplot of the relationship between the 887 observed task performance and the one predicted by the readout model across individual 888 participants in the intention discrimination task. g Distance of the single-trial kinematic vector 889 from the readout boundary as a function of confidence ratings for the intention discrimination 890 task. This distance was computed as module of the scalar product between single-trial kinematic 891 vector and the readout vector. As shown in the panel c of Fig. 3 , the larger this distance, the 892 further from chance is the probability of intention choice predicted by the model. The green 893 single-trial kinematic vector, for example, has a larger distance and thus a larger probability of 894 intention choice than the blue kinematic vector. h-k Same as d-g for the kinematic discrimination 895 task. 896 897
Fig. 4. Misalignment of readout following IPL cTBS. a-b
Diagrams illustrating the effect of 898 misalignment in a simplified two-kinematic feature space. Conventions are as in Fig. 2e and 3c . 899
The larger the angle between the encoding vector and the readout vector, the larger the angle 900 between the single-trial kinematic vector and the readout vector. This justifies an alignment 901 index based on the cosine of the angle between the single-trial kinematic vector and the readout 902 vector, aligned in sign for each intention such that positive values correspond to correct readout 903 of that intention. c Effect of IPL cTBS on the alignment index. For comparison, we show also the 904 value of the alignment index for chance level (obtained after randomly permuting the intention 905 choice labels) and the value of alignment index computed as the signed cosine of the encoding 906 angle θenc. As shown in Fig 2g, 
